AGENDA & CONFIRMED SPEAKERS

APRIL 18-19, 2023

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL HEADQUARTERS
NEW YORK, NY USA

CleanCompetition.org
### #PCC 2023

**DAY 1: TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 2023**

#### Registration & Networking Breakfast

**Welcome/Announcements/PCC Impact & Updates**

Ryan Murphy, Partnership for Clean Competition

#### KEYNOTE SESSION: Why Effective Anti-Doping Programs Matter to Athletes

Evan Bates, OLY & Madison Chock, OLY

Moderator: Ryan Murphy, Partnership for Clean Competition

#### Investing in Anti-Doping Research: Reflecting on 15 Years of PCC Excellence and Beyond

Kevin Manara, Emeritus PCC Board of Governors Member
Kacie Wallace, U.S. Olympic & Paralympic Committee
David Howman, Athletics Integrity Unit

Moderator: Travis Tygart, U.S. Anti-Doping Agency

#### Break & Networking

#### Translational Research Impact - Blood Detection of Human Growth Hormone: Advancements & Hurdles

Dr. Andrew Hoofnagle, University of Washington
Dr. Geoff Miller, Sports Medicine Research Testing Laboratory
Dr. Martin Bidlingmaier, Ludwig Maximilian-University of Munich

Moderator: Dr. James Dalton, Co-Chair, PCC Scientific Advisory Board

#### Building Anti-Doping Science Careers - Perspectives from PCC Fellows

Dr. Sarah Solheim, Norwegian Doping Control Laboratory
Dr. Jenna Goodrum, Sports Medicine Research Testing Laboratory
Dr. Federico Ponzetto, University of Turin

Moderator: Dr. Laura Lewis, U.S. Anti-Doping Agency
Understanding the Dangers of Contamination from Foods & Dietary Supplements - Raw Ingredients to Off-the-Shelf Products
Dr. Amy Eichner, U.S. Anti-Doping Agency
Mr. John Travis, NFS
Mr. Dave Ellis, Major League Baseball / Major League Baseball Players Association
Moderator: Lori Bestervelt, PCC Scientific Advisory Board Member

LAB DIRECTOR PERSPECTIVES: EVOLVING RESEARCH NEEDS FOR LABS IN 2023
Dr. Henrique Marcelo Gualberto Pereira, Brazilian Doping Control Laboratory
Dr. Daniel Eichner, Sports Medicine Research Testing Laboratory
Dr. Yvette Dehnes, Norwegian Doping Control Laboratory
Moderator: Dr. Gary Green, PCC Scientific Advisory Board Member

RESEARCH SUPPORTING RESULTS MANAGEMENT DECISIONS: ADMINISTRATION STUDIES TO EULIDATE DOPING VS. CONTAMINATION SCENARIOS
Dr. Mario Thevis, Institute of Biochemistry - German Sport University Cologne

ADOPTION OF DBS INTO ROUTINE DOPING CONTROL: PERSPECTIVES FROM MLB AND USADA PROGRAMS FOR ATHLETES
Mr. Jon Coyles, Major League Baseball
Dr. Matt Fedoruk, U.S. Anti-Doping Agency

DAY ONE RECAP
Ryan Murphy, Partnership for Clean Competition

NETWORKING RECEPTION - MLB TERRACE
### Networking Breakfast

**Updated PCC Research Priorities & Scientific Advisory Board/Board of Governors Acknowledgements, Grant Application & SAB Review Process**

- Dr. Michael Sawka, PCC Scientific Advisory Board Member
- Dr. Nikolai Nordsborg, Københavns Universitet, Copenhagen
- Dr. Jean-Francois Naud, INRS Centre Armand-Frappier Santé Biotechnologie
- Moderator: Dr. Steven Elliott, PCC Scientific Advisory Board Member

### Break & Networking

**A Peek Under the Hood: Urinalysis Advancements and Complexities Inside an Anti-Doping Laboratory**

- Dr. Tiia Kuuranne, Laboratoire Suisse d’Analyse du Dopage
- Mr. Brian Ahrens, UCLA Olympic Analytical Laboratory
- Moderator: Dr. Daniel Eichner, Sports Medicine Research Testing Laboratory

### Anti-Doping Innovation: What’s New on the Horizon & Why is Continued Innovation Important?

- Dr. Erwin Berthier, Tasso, Inc.
- Mr. David Weiss, National Basketball Association
- Mr. Gabe Baida, InnoVero
- Mr. Andy Levinson, PGA TOUR
- Dr. Edward Goucher, Thermo Fisher Scientific
- Moderator: Dr. Matthew Fedoruk, U.S. Anti-Doping Agency

### Communicating & Covering Doping Issues in Sports

- Mr. Tim Brown
- Moderator: Mr. Michael Teevan, Major League Baseball

### Day Two Recap/Closing Remarks/Wrap up

- Ryan Murphy, Partnership for Clean Competition

### Departure